1. Welcome and Details of the Day  
   a. Review of Goal 1  
   b. Review Blended Coaching  
   c. Focus for Today - Goal 2 - Instructional Leadership  

   **Utilize an instructional leadership framework with a common language to promote growth and build capacity for teaching and learning.**

2. Comparison of 4 Dimensions Framework and State Principal Evaluation System  
   Activity - 4 Dimensions on Posters – Cut apart the components of PADEP

3. Building the Common Language  
   a. Collaborative Purposeful Planning in PLCs – Theo Jackson  
   b. Monitoring teaching effectiveness and student progress – Dale Goff  
   c. Instructional Rounds – Kathi Gibson  
   d. Effective Feedback – Mary Chandler

4. Discussion and consensus on Framework to use for Mentoring Program

5. Work on Goal 2 within Framework

6. Discussion of Goal 3

   **The District will support new principals by providing opportunities to meet with other colleagues in PLCs to learn and reflect on the Common Language and implementation progress.**

Lunch will be at **California Dreaming** – Let’s plan to car pool and travel together.